
Terry lining   
Ribbing

W I T H  F R E E  I N D I V I D UA L  R EC YC L E D  TAG  A N D 
CO M P O STA B L E  BAG

Falls just above the ankle. Commonly used 
in athletic socks and sneaker type socks.
The best low cut sports socks that will not 
slip off.
Many of us can recall that feeling when your 
socks slip and slide all over the place while 
you are running or walking. We have all been 
there. With that in mind, created a no-show 
style that offers a secure fit for long-lasting 
comfort, no matter what you are doing.

Ref. KS02

LOW CUT SOCKS

Reference: Premium Low Cut Socks. KS02

Production lead times: From 2 to 4 weeks depending on the quantity and our production 
schedule.

Transport: via TNT ground service within 1 week throughout the EU. Alternative air freight in 48 
hours within the EU, UK and USA.

also available. Other sizes available upon 
request.

High quality cotton results in a snug soft fit 
that absorbs sweat, enhances durability and 
offers superior comfort.

Reinforcement in heel and toe provide 
durability to dramatically improve product life.  

All materials used in the production of socks 
are Oeko Tex certified.

Manufactured in Europe according to ISO 
9001 quality management system. Plus ISO 
14001 and ISO 45001.

Care instructions: Machine wash cold on 
gentle cycle, do not bleach or tumble dry. Do 
not dry clean or iron.

 

Reference: Premium Low Cut Socks. KS02

Full custom knitted, with your design in up to 
6 colours.

160 in-stock yarn colours available. *

Composition: 80% combed cotton for comfort, 
17% polyamide for strength, 3% elastane for 
stretch. 

With terry cushioning on the sole to provide 
great comfort and to prevent blisters and 
chaffing from occurring. This will reduce sock 
and foot pain during sports or daily workout 
activity.

With sports ribbing to prevent feet from 
slipping inside of the sock.

Packaged as a pair with free recycled branded 
sock tag and individual self-seal bag. 

Minimum quantity order from 150 pairs per 
size and design.

Available sizes: one size fits all for men, one 
size fits all for women. A one size fits most is 



Sustainability Report:
Conventional cotton + PA Nylon + Elastane
Made in Bulgaria

Sustainability Report:
Conventional cotton + PA Nylon + Elastane
Made in Bulgaria

The height of the cuff can be adjusted. 

COOLMAX moisture wicking fabric is available 
which helps keep feet cool and dry.

Organic GOTS and Upcycled cotton available.

Polygiene STAYS FRESH odor-control fabric 

treatment. 

All socks are custom knitted allowing us to 
change the technical characteristics of the 
socks

*160 in-stock colours are available and are 
used to best match Pantone colours. On 
occasion, specific colours may be out of stock 
so we will substitute the second best matching 
colour for the out of stock colour.

Pantone dyed yarns can be made but will 
require an additional 4 weeks to produce. 
Conditions apply.

OPTIONAL OBSERVATIONS

Reference: Premium Low Cut Socks. KS02


